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In response to Generic Letter 81-14, a review of the Emergency Feedwater
(EFW) System and the Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW) System was
initiated. Based on this review, portions of the EFW and LPSW piping and
valves were determined not in full compliance with Oconee Nucelar Station
(ONS) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) seismic criteria requirements.
Specifically, valves have been identified that lack seismic quiaification
douementation; manual boundry valves have been found to be normally open
instead of closed; and some piping attached to the upper surge tanks (UST)
was not seismically designed.

The root cause for this incident is attributable to design deficiency. The
deficiencies point out a lack of documentation and/or analysis and an
inconsistency between criteria and station operating procedures.

~Where appropriate, the deficiencies noted will be resolved by one of the
following ways:

(1) Normally opened boundry valves will be closed or will be modified
to be remotely operated or analysis will demonstrate that failure
of piping beyond these valves will have no impact on system
function. Q
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(2) Seismically unqualified piping will be analyzed and supported to
withstand a Maximum Hypothetical Earthquake (MHE).

(3) Seismically unqualified valves will be shown capable of
withstanding an MHE, or will be replaced, or analysis will
demonstrate that failure will have no Impact to system function.

Although these systems would be expec*ed to withstand a MHE because of
their design adherence to ANSI B31-1 for piping, valves and supports, these
deficiencies may cause the EFW system to fail during or following a MHE
event. However, even if the normal EFW system fails to perform its
intended safety function there are two additional fully-seismic systems
available to provide lake water to the steam generators for primary System
Heat Removal. These systems are the SSF ASW system and the ASW system in
the Auxiliary Building. In addition, feed and bleed cooling could be
initiated to provide effective decay heat removal. Therefore, this event
does not pose an undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

BACKCROUND

By letter dated February 10, 1981, NRC issued Generic Letter 81-14
requesting information regarding Licensee's Seismic Qualification of the
EFW system. Duke submitted a detailed response on January 28, 1982.
Additional information was provided to the NRC by Duke letters dated May
23, October 13, 1983; and April 9, 1985. In addition, information was
provided during meetings with the NRC which were held on February 14, 1985
at Oconee and on July 9, 1985 in Bethesda.

Based on a review in support of the development of the above response,
certain deficiencies were identified. The NRC was advised of the
deficiencies by the above interactions with the NRC staff. These
deficiencies were, also, reviewed in context of the FSAR seismic criteria
requirements for Oconee. As a result of this investigation, on February 3,
1986 Duke advised the NRC of the non-compliance with the FSAR criteria.

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

Recently a review of the Seismic Qualification of Oconee's Emergency
Feedwater System (EFW) was initiated. As a result of this review, portions
of the EFW and Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW) piping and valves were
determined not to be in full compliance with Oconee Final Safety Analysis .

Report (FSAR) requirements for seismically designed systems. I

In accordance with the FSAR, the EFW system is capable of withstanding the
maximum hypothetical earthquake (FSAR Section 3.2.2) and that the failure
in the non-seismic portion of seismic /non-seismic boundaries established by
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valves will not cause the loss of function to the safety systems in that
automatic or remote manual-operated valves are used for valves normally
open during reactor operation (FSAR Section 3.7.3.9). Specifically the
review determined that: (1) certain valves were not seismically qualified;
(2) some manually operated boundary valves were not normally closed; and
(3) some piping attached to the upper surge tanks was not seismically
qualified.

On February 3, 1986, Duke notified the NRC of the deficiencies and that
this was potentially outside the design basis for the plant. The NRC was,
also, advised that Duke's review, at that time, was 11: sited to Oconee Unit
1 EFW system and the Unit 3 LPSW system.

On February 4,1986, a conference call between Duke and NRC personnel
concerning this situation was held. During the conference call, it was
agreed that Duke would provide a safety evaluation. By letter dated
February 6, 1986, Duke submitted a Safety Evaluation. In summary the
evaluation concluded that the EFW system will continue to function and that
all three units can be safely shutdown following a MHE event.

When reported, the information was based on a review of the Oconee Unit 1
EFW system and the Unit 3 LPSW system. During the February 4, 1986
conference call, Duke committed to complete the review of the EFW system
and LPSW system for all three units by March 5,1986. This review has been
completed and the following provides a list of deficiencies identified as a
result of the review.

,on x..
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VALVES AND PIPING IN VIOLATION OF FSAR SEISMIC CRITERIA

UNITS 1, 2, & 3 EFW SYSTEM

FSAR VIOLATION
MANUAL NOT MHE

ITEM & N. O. QUALIFIED SIZE SERVICE

1C-168 X 6" Isolation-Aux. Boiler
1,2,3C-186 I 20" Isolation-Hotwell

Makeup
1,2,3C-191 X 3" Isolation-Hotwell

Makeup Bypass
1,2,3C-211 X 8" Isolation-Powdex

Backwash EFW
Flow Control

1,2,3FDW-315,-316 I 6" EW Flow Control
Plant Heg. Lines X 3" Heats UST Water

(Isolated)
1,2,3FDW-89 X 2" Isolation-TD EFW Pump

Min. Flow
1,2,3FDW-86,-87, X 1" Press. Reg.-T3 EFW

-129, -218 Pump Seal Line
1,2,3FDW-318 X 6" EFV Disc?arge Check

Valve
1FDW-433 -434 X 3/4" Test Connection

(Capped)
1,2,3C-152, -153 X 30" UST Cross-connect

Isolatica

UNIT 3 LPSV BOUNDARY VALVES

FSAR VIOLATION
MANUAL NOT MHE

ITEM & N. O. QUALIFIED SIZE SERVICE

3LPSW-327 X 2" Isolation-Unit 3
Cond. Rack

3LPSW-260 X X 3" Isolation-Aux. Bldg.
Cooling Units

3LPSW-260 X X 6" Isolation-Aux. Bldg.
Cooling Units

3LPSW-238 X 1" Isolation to RIA
3LPSW-239 I 1" Isolation to RIA
3LPSW-240 X X 1" Isolation to RIA
3LPSW-772, -773, -774 X 1" Isolation to RIA

ec , o.. m.
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UNITS 1 & 2 LPSW BOUNDARY VALVES

FSAR VIOLATION
MANUAL NOT MHE

ITEM & N. O. QUALIFIED SIZE SERVICE

ILPSW-349 I 2" Inolation-Unit 1
Conductivity
Rack

2LPSW-350 X 2" Isolation-Unit 2
Conductivity
Rack

ILPSW-284, -286, -290 X 1" Isolation-To Cont.
-292 Vac. Priming

Pump
ILWD-356 X 1" Drain Isolation-RB

Comp. Cooler
ILPSW-238, -239 X 1" Isolation to RIA
ILPSW-772, -773, -774 X 1" Isolation to RIA
ILPSW-240 I X 1" Isolation to RIA
ILPSW-74, ~265 I 2" Isolation to RIA HI
2LPSW-112 X 2" Isolation to RIA HI
2 LWD-356, -956 X 1" Drain Isolation-RB

Comp. Cooler
2LPSW-245 X X 1" Isolation to RIA
2LPSW-772, -773 -774 X 1" Isolation to RIA
2LPST.-238, -239 X 1" Isolation to RIA

CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

Design deficiency is the root cause for this incident. The deficiencies

point out a lack of documentation and/or analysis and an inconsistency
between criteria and station operating procedures.

The lack of seismic qualification documentation for some valves resulted
from the evolving nature of seismic design criteria during the time Oconee
was being constructed. Valve orders were placed and valves delivered prior
to the establishment of specific seismic criteria. Once seismic
qualification became a requirement, Duke went back to valve suppliers
requesting certification of structural integrity of the valves for
statically applied maximum earthquake loadings and 0.3g minimum. Most
valves were certified generically by size and typeg thona that were not
certified were replaced or modified by Duke such that structural integrity
was assured. During this period of.the plant's construction, Duke was
satisfied that all required valves would withstand the Oconee MHE. Duke

i
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maintains this satisfaction for the valves, yet recognizes deficiencies in
documentation do exist.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

In the unlikely event of an earthquake, failure of any component or portion
of the Emergency Feedwater (EW) or Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW)
systems is extremely improbable. Commercial grade systems in industrial
facilities consistently survive earthquakes significantly more syvgre than
the Oconee MHE (0.lg) often without even interrupting operation

IConsiderable data is compiled that shows non-seismic commercial valves
withstand and continue to function during and following earthquake
loadings. The lack of specific documentation on the seismic adequacy of
these valves is considered not to be a significant safety issue for the
reasons outlined below.

Duke Power is a member of the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG).
The SQUG has sponsored the compilation of an extensive data base on the
experience of power plants and large industrial facilities in past strong
motion earthquakes. This seismic experience data base is the basis for the
resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-46 - the seismic qualification in
operating nuclear plants.

This seismic expertence data base currently includes a total of
approximately 60 data base sites, located in the affected areas of 10

strong motion earthquakes. Information on the performance in earthquakes
has been collected on all equipment and internal installations
characteristic of critical nuclear plant systems.

Pneumatic-operated valves are one of the categories of equipment of focus
in the SQUG experience data base. The current data base includes over 1000
examples of pneumatic-operated valves, showing a wide diversity in size,
design, age, manufacturer, location within buildings, and application.
There are a total of two instances of seismic-induced failure in
pneumatic-operated valves. Both instances are due to seismic interaction,
i.e. the valve operator impacting adjacent steel structures. The
performance record of manually-operated valves in past earthquakes is
similar.

I
Seismic Experience Data Base Data Base Tables for Eight Types of

Equipment; EQE Project Number 8201-03, EQE Incorporated, December, 1984.

The Effects of the March 3,1985 Chile Earthquake on Power and
Industrial Facilities; EQE Incorporated, January,1986.

e c.o.. ...
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The performance record of valves in earthquakes demonstrates that they are
not susceptible to seismic failure.

The non-seismic piping beyond the normally open seismic boundary valves is
also fully expected to withstand seismic loading significantly higher than
Oconee MEE levels. Again, industry experience shows consistent resistance
to damage by flexibly supported piping systems. The Oconee non-seismic
systems are designed and flexibly supported in accordance with ANSI B31.1
Power Piping Code. Assumption of a pipe break in this non-seismic portion
of piping is not considered realistic.

Secondly, even postulating an occurrence of an earthquake, and postulating
subsequent damage to non-seismic pipe or components, failure of the smaller
non-seismic LPSV lines will not cause loss of LPSW function. Recently
performed analysis has establish that all three inch and smaller lines
in question could have a double-ended pipe rupture with no effect on the
operability of the LPSW system. Therefore the isolation valves in these
linas are not considered to be a violation of the FSAR Design Bases.

Failure of the unqualified portions of EFW and LPSW is considered
unrealistic. Yet even with postulated failures most of the unqualified
components can be shown as above to have no impact to safety. Considering
all components and piping will soon be fully qualified, there is no
perceived significant increase in risk.

Further, the Oconee Nuclear units possess several reliable and effective
means oi decay heat removal. For a loss of main feedwater event the
primary method of providing adequate primary to secondary heat transfer is
to inject emergency feedwater into the steam generators and relieve the
steam to the condenser (via the turbine bypass valves) or the .stmosphere
(through the main steam relief valves). 'f emergency feedwater is
unavailable, decay heat can be removed by entering the feed and bleed
cooling mode. In addition the Standby Shutdotin Facility can be used to
inject auxiliary service water into the steam generators. In tite extremely
unlikely event that all of these decay heat removal modes do not function,
the operators can depressurize the steam generators and provide steam
generator feedwater with the Auxiliary Service Water pump located in the
Auxiliary Building basement.

There is reasonable assurance that the Emergency Feedwater System will
perform its design function following an MHE event. If certain system
components fail, operator action can be taken to utilize different flow
paths and suction sources in order to provide emergency feedwater to the
steam generators. Flow from just one of the three EFW pumos to either
steam generator is adequate to maintain a unit at hot shutt'own. The only
components in the EFW pump discharge lines which are not fully seismically
qualified are FDW-315 and FDW-316, the flow control valves. It these

E* * "* **"
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valves fail open, which they are designed to do, flow can be delivered to
the generators. If either or both valves fail to open, the flow path can
be realigned to bypass the valves and reach the generator through the main
feedwater header. If other malfunctions render the upper surge tanks (the
primary EFW source) unavailable, suction can be taken from the condenser
hotwell, which is designed to witiatand a MHE. The piping from the hotwell
to the EFW punpa is not fully qualified, but it is designed and supported
in accordance with ANSI B-31.1 and would be expected to withstand the
design basis event.

Feed and bleed cooling has been shown by analysis to be an effective decar
heat removal mode at Oconee. If the operators are unable to establish
feedwater to the steam generators, they are instructed to start two high
pressure injection (HPI) pumps and open the pressurizer PORV. In this mode.
of cooling the cold HPI water is heated in the reactor core and exits the

reactor coolant system through the pressurizer PORV. The HPI pumps require
cooling flow frcit the Low Pressure Service Water System to function.

The Standby Shutdown Facility.is a stand alone facility designed to
maintain all threa Oconee units at hot shutdown. Major components include
a diesel generator which powers an auxiliary service water pump and a low
capacity, high head reactor coolant makeup pump. If neither Emergency
Feedwater or HPI cooling can be successfully established, the SSF Auxiliary
Service Water (ASW) pump can provide adequate flow to the steam generators
of all three units to remove decay heat after a reactor trip. The SSF is
seismically qualified to withstand a Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

The Auxiliary Service Water pump in the Auxiliary Building basee nt is also
seismically qualified and capable of providing decay heat removal. The
operators can depressurize the steam generators and use this pump to feed
lake water into the steam generators for primary system heat removal.

Oconee possesses varied means of post-trip decay heat removal. Although
some systems may not be fully seismically qualified, experience shows that
all would be expected to function adequately following a MHE.

In conclusion, based on the above discussion Duke contends that tht EFW
system will continue to function following a seismic event. However even
if the normal EFW system fails to perform its intended safety function
there are two additional fully-seismic systems available to provide Lake
water to the steam generators for primary System Heat Removal. These
systems are the SSF ASW system and the ASW system in the Auxiliary
Building. In addition, feed and bleed cooling could be initiated to
provide effective decay heat removal. Therefore, the continued operation
of Oconee would not pose an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public.

c roav m.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

In general, each identified deficiency will fall in at least one of three
categories; 1) normally open boundary valves; 2) non-seismic piping; and 3)
non-seismic valves. For each category, one of the following corrective
actions will be undertaken:

(1) Normally open boundary valves: These valves will be closed, or
will be revised to be remotely operated, or calculations will be
prepared to demonstrate that failure of piping beyond these
valves will have no impact on system safety function.

(2) Non-seismic piping: Seismically unqualified piping will be
analyzed and modified, if required, to withstand the MHE.

(3) Non-seismic valves: These valves will be shown capable of
withstanding an SSR, or will be replaced, or calculations will bea

prepared to demonstrate that failure will have no impact on
system safety function.

The expected corrective actions for each identified deficiency is as
follows:

UNITS 1-3 EFW SYSTEM

EXPECTED CORRECTIVE
ITEM ACTION

IC-168 1
1,2,3C-186 2 or 7
1,2,3C-191 2 or 7
1,2,3C-211 1
1,2,3FDW-315 -316 5 or 6
Plant Etg. Lines 4
1,2,3FDW-318 2 or 3
1,2,3FDW-86, -87. -129, -218 5
1,2,3FDW-318 5 or 6
1FDW-433, -434 3 or 5 or 6
1,2,3C-152, -153 6

g. e.. ..
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IMIT 3 LPSW BOUNDARY VALVES

EXPECTED CORRECTIVE
ITEM ACTIONS

3LPSW-327 3
3LPSW-260 3
3LPSW-403 . 3 or 2
3LPSW-238 3
3LPSW-239 3
3LPSW-240 3
3LPSW-772 -773, -774 3

UNITS 1 & 2 LPSV BOUNDARY VALVES

EXPECTED CORRECTIVE
ITEM ACTIONS

ILPSW-349 3
2LPSW-350 3
ILPSW-284, -286, -290, -292 3
ILWD-356 3
ILPSW-238 -239 3
ILPSW-772 -773, -774 3
ILPSW-240 3
ILPSW-74, -265 3
2LPSW-112 3
2 LWD-356, -956 3
2LPSW-245 3
2LPSW-772 -773 -774 3
2LPSW-238, -239 3

Where.

(1) Revise to normally closed.

(2) Revise to remotely operated.

(3) Show failure has no impact to system safety function.

(4) Analyze piping / modify to qualify for hHE.

(5) Demonstrate valves are qualified for MHE.

(6) Replace or modify valves to qualify for MHE.

(7) Extend boundary to next qualified /normally closed or remotely
operated valve. (May include replacement of next valve.)

-
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A schedule for implementation of these corrective actions will be provided
to the NRC by January 5,1987. Duke currently anticipates completing all
modificatiores by January,1990.

In .the interis while corrective actions are being implemented, the
operators will be made aware of the situation regarding the manually
operated bound.try valves that are normally open. The operators will be
advised of the potential consequences that could occur if the non-seismic
portion of the piping beyond these boandary valves were to fail.
Appropriate procedures will be revised to instruct the operators to
investigate the areas where the normally open boundary valves are located
first. This procedure upgrade will be completed by April 4. 1986.

i
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March 5,1986

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Oconee Nuclear Station Unit 1 i

Docket Nos. 50-269. -270, -287
LER 269/86-02 ,

Gentlemen

Purse 9t to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee
Event Report 269/86-02 concerning the non-compliance of some portions of
the IFW and LPSW Systems with FSAR seismic criterta requirements.

This report is submitted in accordance with f.io.73(a)(2)(ii)(B). This
event was considered to be of no significance with respect to the health
and safety of the public.

Very truly yours,

R 'W'

Mal B. Tucker

FFC sib
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cct Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, W. Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Ms. Helen Nicolaras
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

American Nuclear Insurers
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
The Rachange, Suite 245
270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT 06032

INFO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Mr. J. C. Bryant
NRC Resident Inspector
Oconee Nuclear Station

M&M Nuclear Consultants
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
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